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4.1 Resource adequacy standard 
4.1.1  The resource adequacy standard announced by the Government of Alberta prescribes a 

minimum level of reliability as opposed to a target level of reliability. The AESO is assessing 
options to either establish a resource adequacy target or define the parameters of the demand 
curve in a manner which does not depend on a target value. 

4.2 Resource adequacy model 
4.2.1 A probabilistic approach is expected to provide greater information on the relationship between 

capacity and supply adequacy, as well as better capture the correlations between supply and 
demand variability. This results in a more informed and accurate estimation of the procurement 
volume. 

(a) Gross demand is currently the best measure of total provincial demand in Alberta, for which 
the AESO will need to procure capacity. Gross demand, as opposed to net-to-grid demand, 
is best suited to capture the overall behaviour between economic activity and load. 
Forecasting gross demand also aligns with the AESO's current planning and reliability 
mandate. 

The intent of the AESO’s load forecast model is to minimize model error. Using multiple 
hourly weather and economic profiles introduces load-related uncertainty to the RAM, 
which provides a better reflection of the range of potential future conditions through which 
the reliability performance of differing capacity volumes can be tested.1 Specifically, the 
RAM will consider probabilities of economic growth scenarios to capture uncertainty in the 
economic outlook underpinning the load forecast. These scenarios also capture uncertainty 
related to new sources of load growth and energy efficiency impacts. Each scenario is 
assigned an associated normal-curve-based probability totaling to 100%. 

(b) Currently, the AESO has visibility of generating units with a maximum capability of 5 MW 
and greater and is able to reasonably determine outage rates and other key characteristics 
for these units. The AESO does not have sufficient visibility of assets with a maximum 
capability of less than 5 MW to include data the RAM. In the future, the RAM will consider 
capacity assets less than 5 MW as data becomes available from their participation in the 
capacity, energy and ancillary services markets.  

Demand response capacity assets will need to enter prequalification to participate in the 
capacity market. Once these resources have been determined, they will be modelled in the 
RAM in subsequent auctions. 

(c) The objective of the planned outage algorithm is to add maintenance events such that each 
event added impacts the lowest load days possible.  

                                                           
 

1  Additional details on the proposed capacity market load forecast model can be found www.aeso.ca/assets/Uploads/Capacity-
market-load-forecast-model-description-and-process.pdf 

https://www.aeso.ca/assets/Uploads/Capacity-market-load-forecast-model-description-and-process.pdf
https://www.aeso.ca/assets/Uploads/Capacity-market-load-forecast-model-description-and-process.pdf
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(d) These sites exhibit a wide range of generation, load and availability patterns. By 
aggregating the data across these sites, the AESO is able to capture the correlation 
between onsite generation and load. The individual unique characteristics of each site 
create assumption and modelling challenges which prevent the AESO from being able to 
model them like other generators. 

(e) The RAM is set up to align with current system controller procedure for supply shortfall 
(EEA) events. The activation and utilization of contingency reserves is consistent with 
current EEA procedure and operating reserves will be used to meet energy requirements. 

(f) It is necessary to develop renewable profiles to take into account the diversity of production 
from intermittent sources in Alberta. When evaluating resource adequacy it is important to 
use multiple hourly weather correlated profiles to represent uncertainty in renewable 
generation. Due to insufficient historical data to cover 30 years of weather uncertainty for all 
sites. Simulated wind shapes were developed incorporating historical metered output from 
existing sites.  Shapes were aggregated by geographic locations and correlations between 
wind output sites were maintained.  Simulated solar shapes were developed using NREL 
National Solar Radiation Data. Multiple profiles were created to represent diversity in 
location and technology (fixed and tracking solar PV). 

(g) The RAM considers weather correlated historic profiles to accurately assess the 
contribution of hydro to the system. Hourly, daily and monthly constraints need to be 
considered while allowing for flexibility inherent in the hydro system to meet load. 

(h) As part of the data review, transmission availability was identified as the binding import 
constraint rather than generation availability within adjacent jurisdictions during tight supply 
conditions. Therefore, imports within the RAM are a function of transmission availability 
with other jurisdictions. 

4.2.3 There are two key principles underpinning the ICAP to UCAP translation: 

(a) The measure of capacity in the demand curve and supply curve need to align so the 
capacity that the AESO is buying aligns with what the capacity market is selling (i.e., 
UCAP). 

(b) The AESO is indifferent to the type of UCAP it procures. A MW of UCAP should deliver the 
same amount of reliability regardless of the underlying technology (e.g., 1 MW UCAP from 
wind equals 1 MW UCAP from simple cycle). 

4.3 Calculation of gross-CONE and net-CONE 
Reference technology 

4.3.1 Selection of a reference technology is meant to ensure the Alberta capacity market provides 
adequate revenue for required generation additions. The reference technology should represent a 
technology that can be developed to meet the capacity needs during the capacity auction 
timeframe at a low cost and, philosophically, be the unit most likely to be developed under 
predicted future market conditions. The following criteria will be considered in the selection of the 
reference technology: most frequently developed (historically); most economic (lowest net-cost of 
new entry or net-CONE); lowest capital cost (lowest gross-CONE); and shortest time to 
energization (development timeframe). 

In all capacity market jurisdictions, the reference technology is based on a gas-fired power 
station. Some capacity markets refer to a combined-cycle plant, while other markets prefer a 
simple-cycle reference technology. The AESO will consider combined cycle and simple cycle 
capital and operating characteristics to determine the appropriate reference unit. Based on the 
AESO’s assessment to date, simple-cycle technology may be the best fit to the criteria listed 
above.  

Gas fired technologies including LM6000’s, frame turbines, reciprocating internal combustion 
engines, and LMS100 turbines all represent simple-cycle technologies with recent developments 
in the province. Fuel efficiency tends to favor LMS100 turbines and reciprocating internal 
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combustion engines, while availability and maintenance costs may favour LM6000 or frame 
turbine power plants.2 

Approach to gross-CONE estimate 

4.3.2 Gross-CONE and net-CONE are significant inputs into the demand curve and are necessary for a 
functioning capacity market. Accurate estimation ensures that new assets are attracted to enter 
the market when appropriate price signals are present. Working with independent financing and 
engineering services firms to determine appropriate detailed cost estimates for the gross-CONE, 
will increase the objectivity and accuracy of estimates. Using an independent and experienced 
consultant will provide a more accurate gross-CONE value, which properly reflects the 
appropriate financing and plant development costs for the generic reference plant. 

4.3.3 Using an approach that considers Alberta-specific conditions for financing generation projects will 
most accurately characterize on-the-ground conditions for developing supply to meet adequacy 
needs. The AESO will work with the external consultant to provide realistic financing assumptions 
in the gross-CONE calculation, based on observable cost, and leverage data applicable to 
Alberta-based power projects.  

The ATWACC for individual firms is expected to vary greatly as different participants and projects 
will have asymmetric credit ratings, costs of debt and debt/equity ratios.   

Approach to energy and ancillary services offset 

4.3.5 To develop the energy and ancillary services offset (offset) approach to construct the net-CONE, 
the AESO took into consideration that numerous historic and future market fundamentals will lead 
to significant challenges and uncertainty when modelling potential earnings derived from the 
offset. Some of the many examples of changes to market fundamentals that challenge analysis of 
the future power market include natural gas prices, the cost of carbon, renewables penetration, 
magnitude of coal to gas conversions, and energy and ancillary services market offer share 
ownership. To manage the uncertainty and to develop a transparent methodology for creating the 
offset, the AESO is proposing a revenue certainty methodology, which incorporates forward 
power and natural gas prices. To achieve certainty of revenues, the offset will not include 
revenues from ancillary services given that forward markets do not price ancillary service 
products. 

Approach to net-CONE estimate 

4.3.7 The net-CONE will not be a negative number because at a minimum, a plant operator could avoid 
generating to avoid any negative margin. Net-CONE reflects the missing money, that the capacity 
market is designed to compensate generators for. Thus, net-CONE is the best index to reflect 
price parameters at points on the demand curve corresponding to the capacity price cap and the 
inflection point.  

4.4 Shape of the Demand Curve 
4.4.1 The AESO’s development of the demand curve was guided by the following principles: 

(a) Demand curve parameters should be set to ensure procurement of a sufficient amount of 
capacity for reliable operation of the electricity grid and to achieve the resource adequacy 
target, while avoiding significant over-procurement or under-procurement.  

(b) Demand curve parameters should be set to send an efficient price signal in the capacity 
market, avoid excessive capacity price volatility and reduce the opportunity for the exercise 
of market power. 

                                                           
 

2  Further analysis to support this recommendation can be found here: www.aeso.ca/assets/Uploads/2.2-Cost-of-New-Entry-
Document-for-Adequacy-Demand-Curve-Working-Group-Final-2017Nov22.pdf   

http://www.aeso.ca/assets/Uploads/2.2-Cost-of-New-Entry-Document-for-Adequacy-Demand-Curve-Working-Group-Final-2017Nov22.pdf
http://www.aeso.ca/assets/Uploads/2.2-Cost-of-New-Entry-Document-for-Adequacy-Demand-Curve-Working-Group-Final-2017Nov22.pdf
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(c) Demand curve parameters should be set to balance between achieving resource adequacy 
and lowest possible long-term cost to consumers, and to sustain resource adequacy over 
time through a market-based outcome.  

(d) Demand curve parameters and the dependence on net-CONE should be set to ensure that 
Alberta’s market attracts investment in new capacity and maintains existing capacity in 
order to achieve the resource adequacy target. 

(e) Demand curve parameters should be compatible with, and robust to, reasonably 
foreseeable changes in supply, demand, energy prices and other factors in the electricity 
market.  

(f) To the extent applicable to the Alberta context, the demand curve analysis should 
incorporate experience and lessons learned from other jurisdictions.  

(g) Unique aspects of Alberta’s electricity system (e.g. small size of the market, market 
transition) should be considered.  

Development and selection of candidate curves 

In 2017, three demand curves were developed as candidates to continue to be tested. Each 
curve is downward-sloping, convex, and has price caps ranging between 1.6 and 1.9 x net-CONE 
(or 0.5 gross-CONE, whichever is greater). Based on the principles, a downward-sloping, convex 
curve was selected (the slope on the minimum-to-target segment of the curve is steeper than the 
slope of the target-to-foot segment). The downward-sloping section from minimum quantity to 
target inflection point reflects increased demand under scarcity conditions, compared with the 
kink-to-foot portion, where demand has more elasticity (less marginal value at high levels of 
reliability). 

Simulations completed by Brattle revealed that the three candidate curves were within a workable 
range of well-performing curves, noting that across the three curves there were trade-offs 
surrounding robustness to market conditions, price volatility, reliability outcomes and market 
power exposure. These curves met the desired outcomes of ensuring resource adequacy, 
provided a price signal of net-CONE on average, and mitigated against net-CONE error.3 

The AESO re-evaluated the working assumption being used for the resource adequacy standard 
and adjusted to a 400 MWh expected unserved energy target; the demand curve analysis was 
reassessed with this value to develop three new candidate curves. The results of that analysis 
are displayed below in Figure 1. With the revised resource adequacy target assumption, the width 
of the candidate demand curve narrows and becomes steeper overall. Also, the volume between 
the target volume and the volume at 1 x net-CONE is reduced, thereby reducing the risk of over-
procurement. The middle of the three curves was evaluated in the revenue sufficiency analysis 
and chosen for the CMD, as this curve is thought to best meet the design curve criteria stated 
above. 

Y-axis points 

The Y-axis points for the demand curve will be set in reference to a multiple of net-CONE 
parameters. The price cap (zero quantity-to-minimum segment) is set based on the maximum 
value of either a 1.75 net-CONE multiple or a 0.5 gross-CONE multiple. To avoid reliability 
erosion, in cases of low net-CONE or underestimation of net-CONE, the AESO is proposing a 
minimum price cap. 

Inflection point 

The inflection point is set between 0.8 to 1.0 x net-CONE. The justification for the inflection point 
being at or slightly below the 1.0 x net-CONE multiple relates to the asymmetry of possible 
quantitative reliability outcomes. From a reliability perspective, it is generally less concerning to 
be over-supplied than under-supplied, given an equivalent volume. Although being over-supplied 

                                                           
 

3  Further material on the candidate curves, along with the rationale for their selection, can be found here: 
www.aeso.ca/assets/Uploads/2.1-2017-11-29-Candidate-Demand-Curves-ForPosting.pdf 

https://www.aeso.ca/assets/Uploads/2.1-2017-11-29-Candidate-Demand-Curves-ForPosting.pdf
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will dampen energy market price signals, being under-supplied could lead to supply shortfalls or 
increased unserved energy. Further resource adequacy modelling indicates that the risk of supply 
shortfall grows exponentially as capacity volume tightens below a certain threshold. Therefore the 
“kink” in the demand curve can be offset slightly to the right of the target level, and at a lower 
multiple of net-CONE. 

X-axis of demand curve 

The X-axis points for the demand curve will be set in reference to quantity of megawatts of 
capacity, resource adequacy metrics, and demand curve performance simulations. The minimum 
point is set at a value of capacity commensurate with 800 MWh (similar to the 0.0011% 
maximum) expected unserved energy standard, based on the outcome of a resource adequacy 
study. The inflection point will be set at a level slightly higher than the level associated with 
400 MWh of EUE (revised working assumption), based on the reasoning for the inflection point 
described above.   
Foot of the demand curve 

The foot of the curve is set at zero as negative pricing does not incentivize capacity additions. An 
above zero price floor is also not desirable because it would have the potential to attract and 
retain excess quantities of capacity resources, particularly if the cost of incremental supply is low. 
This was the experience in the early years after implementation of ISO-NE’s capacity market with 
a price floor that attracted incremental low-cost supply into the already long market. By allowing 
capacity prices to drop to zero at higher quantities, the demand curve will ensure that customer 
costs are more aligned with reliability value and mitigate the potential for sustained periods with 
excess supply. 

The foot of the demand curve will be set at a level such that the resource adequacy target is 
expected to be met, on average. Price outcomes can be expected to average at net-CONE levels 
while also balancing capacity price volatility and maintaining the desired convexity of the curve. 
This combination is expected to best achieve the demand curve principles. 

Width of the demand curve 

Considerations or trade-offs considered in the AESO’s evaluation of the width of the demand 
curve include: 

(a) Steeper curves are more robust to a wide range of market conditions, have less 
reliability risk from underestimated net-CONE, and less risk of excess capacity above 
the reliability requirement.  

(b) Flatter curves have lower price volatility and less exposure to exercise of market power 
and need for strict mitigation; however, there is a risk of procuring more capacity than 
required to meet the resource adequacy target. 

(c) Assessments of Alberta's system indicate that a curve based on the marginal reliability 
value is too steep to achieve reliability.  
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Figure 1 – Revised candidate curves (figure updated from CMD1) 

 

 

Table 1 – Candidate curve results with 400 MWh/year EUE target 

 

The AESO continues to evaluate the shape of the demand curve considering the government’s 
resource adequacy standard announcement, preliminary resource adequacy modelling results 
and stakeholder feedback. 

4.5 Demand curve for rebalancing auctions 
4.5.1 Using the same demand curve shape in the rebalancing auctions avoids the market distortions 

that would occur if the rebalancing auction demand curve were systematically different than the 
base auction demand curve.  

The AESO will update the procurement volume parameters of the demand curve using the 
updated resource adequacy assessment completed prior to the rebalancing auction, to reflect 
recent supply and demand information. These updates will allow the AESO to ensure reliability if 
it has under-forecast procurement volume, reduce customer cost impacts if it has over-forecast 
procurement volume, and send an accurate updated price signal to suppliers about the tightness 
of capacity supply and demand in the market. 

The AESO proposes not to update the net-CONE parameter in the rebalancing auctions. 
Net-CONE will likely be the subject of an extensive stakeholder process involving public release 
of draft parameter values. Since draft net-CONE values may be available more than a year 
before they are used in a forward capacity base auction, use of an updated net-CONE parameter 
in a rebalancing auction would introduce an opportunity for gaming. Since market participants 
would know with reasonable confidence whether net-CONE is likely to increase or decrease in 
the rebalancing auction at the time they offer into the forward base auction, they would have 
incentives similar to those described above for systematic differences in demand curve shape. 
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